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Impact of Research on Policy 

Some roads to public health hell 
are paved with good research
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Getting research to influence policy is hard...

“There is no consensus over what counts as 
good evidence for policy ... 

The ‘how to’ literature can help, but only if 
authors are cognisant of their wider role in 

society and complex policymaking systems.”

Hundreds of policy-makers and policy-enforcers are subject to ...

... thousands of diverging stakeholders trying to influence them.



However, getting influence on policy is harder for least powerful 

Researchers can have an influence over safety policies and regulations 

that is larger than the influence of primary ‘coalface’ stakeholders.

(New Zealand - Reekie, 2019)

(Tanzania - Prinsen, 2016)



And if researchers and coal-face stakeholders do not engage...

Impact of research on regulations can be outsized: New Zealand’s meatworks.

“Wearing PPE such as gloves and facemasks did 
not appear to protect against infection, rather 
it appeared to increase the risk.” (Dreyfus, 2017: 2)

“Plausible reasons include that workers wearing safety goggles, may wipe their eyes to 
remove sweat with contaminated hands more often than workers not wearing goggles. 

Further, liquid or sweat accumulating in gloves may soften the skin thereby weaken the 
dermal infection barrier.” (Dreyfus et al, 2015: 223) 

(Dept of Labour, 2001)



And if researchers and coal-face stakeholders do not engage...

Impact of research on regulations can be outsized: Tanzania’s butcheries.





Science-based regulations force Tanzania’s butcheries to:

Do away with outdoor tree 

stumps as chopping board...

And replace them with washable 

hygienic plastic chopping boards. 



Really? 



Science-based regulations force Tanzania’s butcheries to:

Install hand basins and          

glue ceramic tiles to the walls

Even if there is 

no running water



Costs of compliance for businesses and workers can be significant

Where Tanzania’s regulatory capacity to enforce is limited... 

Enforcement officers take a negotiating ‘street-level diplomacy’ approach. 

On balance, in terms of securing food safety, this seems to work. 

Could such a ‘negotiating workfloor-
level diplomacy’ also work for safety 

regulations in New Zealand?


